
By-laws of The Free State Projects Economic, Social and Citizen 
Upliftment and Development Primary Co-operative Ltd.

15/01/2009

As adopted by the general membership.

“Named by-laws”) Rather than use numbers all by-laws will have names. This is to 
allow for much easier referencing of a by-law by persons without them having to 
rattle off just a string of numbers. It would also allow greater debate since 
people can more easily talk about the "open minutes" by-law and remember what 
its about rather than just remembering by-law 3 or 43. Taking away numbers also 
takes away any suggestion of some by-laws being more or less important than 
others.

"Open minutes") The minutes of any meeting of the co-operative shall be 
accessible to members at any time digitally or upon the member visiting 
their place of storage, or any other office of the co-operative.

"Record availability") All commercial records held by the co-operative 
referring to any member are available to any other member upon request and a 
notice of the request shall be sent to the member that the records refer to.

"Open source") The co-operative embraces the evolving spirit and philosophy 
of the open source and copyleft movements. As such it will use only open 
source software and hardware where possible and publish all its own material 
under copyleft.

"Preferred references") The preferred encyclopaedia of the co-operative is the 
Wikipedia. The preferred dictionary of the co-operative is the Oxford 
English Dictionary.

"Consensual Privacy") The co-operative may pass no resolution or by-law to 
prevent members from going about their own private business as long as such 
business is done in a private manner, only includes willing participants and 
harms no-one and nothing that is not a willing participant.

"Rotating drudgery") Where practical and possible if there is an unskilled 
job that has to be done then everyone has to do some of it. Rotas or 
schedules are to be drawn up for everyone's convenience but at the end of 
the day everyone must have helped with that job, regardless of if it is a 
once off or ongoing affair.

"Hazard reward") The co-operative acknowledges the rights a human being has 
to make mistakes, experience hazard and be rewarded for responsible actions. 
Members may petition should they feel these rights are being denied.

As adopted by the supervisory committee – None.
As adopted by the board – None.
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